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Most genetic variants associated with disease occur within regulatory regions of the
genome, underscoring the importance of defining the mechanisms underlying differences in
regulation of gene expression between individuals. We discovered a pair of co-regulated,
divergently oriented transcripts, AQY2 and ncFRE6, that are expressed in one strain of Saccharomyces cerevisiae, ∑1278b, but not in another, S288c. By combining classical genetics
techniques with high-throughput sequencing, we identified a trans-acting single nucleotide
polymorphism within the transcription factor RIM101 that causes the background-dependent
expression of both transcripts. Subsequent RNA-seq experiments revealed that RIM101
regulates many more targets in S288c than in ∑1278b and that deletion of RIM101 in both
backgrounds abrogates the majority of differential expression between the strains. Strikingly, only three transcripts undergo a significant change in expression after swapping
RIM101 alleles between backgrounds, implying that the differences in the RIM101 allele
lead to a remarkably focused transcriptional response. However, hundreds of RIM101dependent targets undergo a subtle but consistent shift in expression in the S288c RIM101swapped strain, but not its ∑1278b counterpart. We conclude that ∑1278b may harbor a
variant(s) that buffers against widespread transcriptional dysregulation upon introduction of
a non-native RIM101 allele, emphasizing the importance of accounting for genetic background when assessing the impact of a regulatory variant.

Author Summary
Large-scale genome profiling studies have revealed that disease-associated variants occur
most frequently within regulatory regions of DNA. In order to connect variants (genotypes) to expression profiles (phenotypes), it is necessary to have a thorough understanding of the mechanisms underlying transcriptional regulation across genetic backgrounds.
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In this study we used a high-throughput method for identification of the genetic variant
responsible for differential expression of a pair of divergently oriented transcripts between
two strains of S. cerevisiae. We discovered a single nucleotide polymorphism within the
transcription factor, RIM101, that is required for co-regulation of both transcripts. Furthermore, we showed that the expression pattern of the divergently oriented transcripts
was determined by the SNP across a diverse array of genetic backgrounds. The extent to
which the SNP affects genome-wide transcriptional profiles was strongly influenced by the
genetic background, a phenomenon that likely contributes to the astounding phenotypic
diversity observed within a population.

Introduction
Incorporating genomic information into clinical practice is a major focus of personalized medicine. Despite the discovery of a large number of disease-associated genetic variants [1,2], few
clinical treatments have been developed that take into account such information [3]. Furthermore, most disease-associated variants occur within regulatory regions of DNA [4,5], making
it particularly difficult to predict the biological processes they affect. Determining the mechanisms by which variants influence regulation, and hence phenotypic diversity among individuals, is paramount to a thorough understanding of functional genomics.
Uncovering the biological mechanisms underlying regulatory variants, as well as how variants interact with the myriad of genetic backgrounds present within a population, is a major
focus of current research. It has become increasingly clear that genetic background contributes
to phenotypes [6–11] resulting in the seemingly infinite diversity observed in nature, even
within an individual species. Recent studies suggest that transcript levels can be both powerful
readouts for and determinants of disease states [12–15]. However, similar to other cellular phenotypes, expression differences among individuals are the product of an exceedingly complex
genetic landscape. One reason for this complexity is that even subtle mutations in transcription
factors can impart distinct regulatory roles when present within alternative genetic contexts
[16,17].
Strategies linking genetic variants to regulation of gene expression often consist of one of
two approaches. Expression quantitative trait loci (eQTL) studies combine genome-wide
expression data with genome sequence information to uncover expression-influencing variants, including those linked to disease [18–24]. In addition to variants themselves, eQTL studies have uncovered many important genetic principles. For example, expression-influencing
variants that occur near the gene being regulated, or in cis, tend to influence a single gene,
whereas variants distal to the gene being regulated, or in trans, typically influence expression of
many loci [25–29]. In contrast to the genome-wide eQTL approach, which correlates genetic
variants with expression differences, much of our knowledge of the mechanisms underlying
gene expression regulation comes from detailed, single-locus studies [30–34]. However, such
studies usually do not consider the effects of naturally occurring genetic variation on gene
expression.
We sought to combine attributes of genome-wide and single-locus studies to understand
the mechanistic basis by which genetic variants result in altered regulation of gene expression
between two strains of Saccharomyces cerevisiae. Here we describe principles underlying the
complexity of gene expression regulation and report evidence that genetic background strongly
influences the extent to which a variant affects transcript levels throughout the genome.
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Results
Cis variation controls background-specific co-regulation of AQY2 and
ncFRE6
Two strains of S. cerevisiae, S288c and ∑1278b, are a model system for understanding how
intraspecies genome sequence variation impacts phenotype [35]. We initially sought to identify
a locus where we could directly test how naturally occurring genetic variation impacts transcription factor (TF) binding and associated transcript levels. Ideally, the locus would harbor at
least one SNP within a predicted TF binding site, allowing us to directly test the effect of the
SNP on TF binding. If TF binding is modulated by the SNP, we could subsequently determine
its influence on nearby transcript levels, effectively defining a mechanism by which genome
sequence influences expression in cis. Specifically, we aimed to identify a genomic region that
displays strain-specific binding of a TF that correlates with a nearby strain-specific expression
difference.
In order to correlate TF binding with gene expression, we first performed strand-specific
RNA-seq on S288c and S1278b. Not surprisingly given the high degree of sequence similarity
(99.7%) between the strains, the majority of transcripts are expressed at similar levels between
the strains (S1A Fig). However, about 20% of genes are differentially expressed (DESeq,
n = 1207, Padj0.0005, minimum average expression  100 reads) (S1B Fig and S4 Table).
Of the differentially expressed genes, gene ontology (GO) terms are enriched for categories
such as transcription factor activity, mRNA binding, and oxidoreductase activity (Pval0.002)
(S2 Table). In addition to protein-coding genes, we identified 82 differentially expressed antisense transcripts (DESeq, n = 82, Padj0.0005, minimum average expression  50 reads) (S1C
Fig and S5 Table).
To study how expression patterns are gained or lost throughout intraspecies evolution, we
initially focused on loci displaying an extreme differential expression phenotype between the
strains (i.e. on in one strain and off in the other) (n = 62, S1 Table). To identify a potentially
regulatory SNP involved in the birth or death of a transcript, we examined the promoter
regions of all 62 “extreme expressors.” Roughly 25% of extreme expressors harbor a SNP within
50 basepairs of their transcription start site. In one case, a SNP is located very near the transcription start site of a non-coding RNA, ncFRE6, which is transcribed in an antisense orientation to the FRE6 ORF in ∑1278b, but not in S288c (S2B Fig). Closer inspection of the DNA
sequence surrounding the ncFRE6-associated SNP revealed that a consensus Reb1 binding
motif is interrupted in S288c relative to ∑1278b (S2B Fig, Red line). We hypothesized that
Reb1 binding activates ncFRE6 expression in ∑1278b relative to S288c.
In parallel with RNA-seq, we monitored occupancy of Reb1 in S288c and ∑1278b by ChIPseq (S1 Text). Because REB1 shares 100% sequence identity between S288c and ∑1278b it is
not surprising that most Reb1 binding events are conserved between the backgrounds (83% of
total binding events) (S2A Fig). However, there are a small number of strain-unique Reb1
binding events, including one at the position of the ncFRE6-associated SNP in ∑1278b and not
in S288c. Because the SNP disrupts a preferred Reb1 binding site in S288c relative to ∑1278b
we interconverted the SNP between backgrounds in an attempt to rescue binding in S288c
and/or abolish binding in ∑1278b. We used the “delitto perfetto” method [36] to interconvert
the SNP and observed that it is indeed necessary and sufficient to cause the Reb1 binding discrepancy between the strains (S2C Fig). However, we were surprised to observe that abolishing
Reb1 binding in ∑1278b did not reduce expression of ncFRE6, and rescuing binding in S288c
did not increase expression of ncFRE6 in S288c (S2D Fig). This result highlights the importance of single locus studies for uncovering the causal variant(s) driving differences in
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transcript levels rather than assuming that correlations between TF binding and transcript levels are meaningful.
Since differential Reb1 binding does not cause the differential expression of ncFRE6
between S288c and ∑1278b, we asked whether other cis elements influenced expression.
AQY2 is a divergently oriented gene that originates ~1kb upstream of the ncFRE6 transcription start site and is also expressed specifically in ∑1278b. AQY2 encodes a water channel
that is disrupted by a premature stop codon in the vast majority of sequenced strains of S. cerevisiae, including S288c, but is functional in ∑1278b [37]. The AQY2/ncFRE6 promoter
region has undergone significant genetic drift between S288c and ∑1278b. Harboring 21
SNPs, the AQY2/ncFRE6 intergenic region is one of the most sequence-variable promoters
between S288c and ∑1278b (S3 Fig). Because a large number of SNPs within the region, both
intergenic and within the body of each transcript, disrupt potential TF binding sites (Fig 1A,
Grey box, and S3 Table), we hypothesized that one or more of the SNPs drive the differential
expression of AQY2 and/or ncFRE6. Indeed, replacing all 30 SNPs in ∑1278b with those from
S288c results in ~75% reduction of both AQY2 and ncFRE6 and replacing only the 15 AQY2proximal SNPs results in ~50% reduction in the transcripts, indicating that DNA elements in
both halves of the intergenic region contribute to expression levels of both AQY2 and
ncFRE6 in S1278b (Fig 1B). Surprisingly, the expression levels of both transcripts were
reduced by nearly identical magnitudes in ∑1278b promoter-altered strains, implying that
the two divergently oriented transcripts are co-regulated in cis. However, while introducing
the S288c cis context into S1278b dramatically reduced expression of the transcripts, incorporation of 30 ∑1278b SNPs into S288c was completely ineffective at increasing AQY2 and/
or ncFRE6 transcript levels (Fig 1C). Taken together, these results indicate that AQY2 and
ncFRE6 are likely co-regulated and that a trans-acting factor(s) ultimately determines
whether AQY2 and/or ncFRE6 are expressed.

A single trans factor is epistatic to cis-linked variation with regards to
expression of AQY2 and ncFRE6
To learn about the genetic nature of the trans factor(s) that causes differential regulation of
AQY2 and ncFRE6 between S288c and ∑1278b, we crossed the two strains and monitored
expression of the transcripts in a heterozygous diploid. Neither AQY2 nor ncFRE6 expression
is observed in the diploid strain (Fig 2A), implying that the S288c expression phenotype is
dominant. To determine whether one or more trans factors control expression of AQY2 and/
or ncFRE6, we performed tetrad analysis assaying for expression of both AQY2 and ncFRE6.
For each tetrad analyzed [38], two haploid segregants express both AQY2 and ncFRE6 concurrently while the other two express neither transcript (Fig 2B). This 2:2 pattern of inheritance suggests that a single trans factor controls the on/off state of both transcripts, and that
co-expression of the transcripts is conserved even in the unique genetic admixtures of the
segregants.
We Sanger sequenced the AQY2/ncFRE6 cis context within each haploid segregant to determine whether the S288c cis context exhibits a similar level of promoter activity as the ∑1278b
cis context in terms of expression of AQY2/ncFRE6 (Fig 2B, Red boxes harbor S288c AQY2/
ncFRE6 cis context). Indeed, both the S288c and S1278b cis contexts permit expression of
AQY2/ncFRE6, but only in the absence of the trans factor. Furthermore, expression levels varied considerably between AQY2/ncFRE6-expressing segregants. Contrary to the results of the
promoter swapped ∑1278b strain (Fig 1B), the segregants that harbor the S288c cis context
tend to express higher levels of AQY2/ncFRE6 than those harboring the ∑1278b cis context (Fig
2B and 2C). This result implies that there are additional factors that alter the expression levels
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Fig 1. Cis variation controls background-specific co-regulation of AQY2 and ncFRE6. (A) Integrated Genome Viewer (IGV) screenshot displaying
strand–specific RNA-seq of the AQY2/ncFRE6 region in S288c (Red) and ∑1278b (Blue). S288c chromosomal coordinates ChrXII: 35,200–39,570. Data are
displayed as positive (Watson) strand above the axis and negative (Crick) strand below the axis. Single nucleotide variations between the strains are shown
in black. The grey box highlights 30 interconverted SNPs. (B) Relative expression of AQY2 (black) and ncFRE6 (grey) (Color scheme maintained throughout
results) measured by qRT-PCR. (C) Relative expression of AQY2 and ncFRE6 measured by qRT-PCR. (All qRT-PCR data displayed as mean and error bars
represent SEM of two or three biological replicates throughout results, unless otherwise noted.) Data were normalized to ACT1 levels. ∑1278b wildtype (wt)
levels for both AQY2 and ncFRE6 were normalized to one throughout the manuscript. AQY2 and ncFRE6 levels in all other strains are displayed relative to
∑1278b levels. RNA was prepared independently for each qRT-PCR experiment.
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1005746.g001

of AQY2/ncFRE6, but only within genetic backgrounds that lack the epistatic trans-factor. Furthermore, given that aqy2 codes for a non-functional protein in S288c, it is somewhat surprising that the S288c cis context possesses robust promoter activity.
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Fig 2. A single trans factor is epistatic to cis-linked variation with regards to expression of AQY2 and ncFRE6. (A) Relative expression of AQY2 and
ncFRE6 in S288c and ∑1278b wildtype haploid strains and an S288c X ∑1278b diploid strain measured by qRT-PCR. (B) Heatmap displaying relative
expression of AQY2 (Blue) and ncFRE6 (green) in 28 segregants of an S288c X ∑1278b heterozygous diploid. Segregants were numbered according to
expression level of ncFRE6 (segregants 1 and 2 are non-expressing strains and 3 and 4 are expressing strains) for each of seven tetrads dissected.
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1005746.g002

RIM101 controls expression of both AQY2 and ncFRE6 in trans
In order to map the genetic location of the trans factor that causes differential expression of
AQY2/ncFRE6 between S288c and S1278b, we combined bulked segregant analysis [39] with
high throughput sequencing. A similar approach was developed previously using microarrays
to map complex phenotypes influenced by a large number of loci [40]. We reasoned that the
single dominant repressor would be present in all of the non-expressing segregants of an S288c
x ∑1278b cross. Therefore, the variant driving differential expression of AQY2/ncFRE6 should
always segregate according to the repression phenotype (S4 Fig). We isolated genomic DNA
from 28 segregants: 14 that express AQY2 and ncFRE6 and 14 that do not. We pooled equal
amounts of DNA from each strain in the two sets and performed high throughput sequencing
of the pools. We then sought to identify regions of the genome inherited exclusively from
S288c in the non-expressing strains and from S1278b in the expressing strains. Only one
region fit this criteria: an approximately 35kb region near the left arm of chromosome VIII (S1
Text and Figs 3A and S5). Because the heterozygous diploid does not express AQY2 or
ncFRE6, we reasoned that S288c likely harbors a repressor within this region.
To identify the locus within this region responsible for repression of AQY2/ncFRE6 in
S288c, we screened the S288c deletion library [41] for expression of ncFRE6 in each of 12 gene
deletions within the 35kb region. Of the deletions tested, only one, rim101Δ, de-repressed the
transcripts (Fig 3B), strongly suggesting that the RIM101 allele harbors the trans factor that
represses AQY2/ncFRE6 in S288c. In support of this hypothesis we note that RIM101 is a wellcharacterized zinc finger transcriptional repressor and is one of the most sequence-variable
transcription factors between S288c and ∑1278b, harboring 18 SNPs, 13 of which are non-synonymous (S6 Fig and S1 Text).
To confirm that the polymorphic RIM101 allele controls expression of AQY2/ncFRE6, we
interconverted the entire RIM101 open reading frame (S288c: ChrVIII 51111–52988, S1278b:
ChrVIII 49766–51655) between the strains and measured expression of AQY2/ncFRE6. Interconverting the RIM101 allele is sufficient to repress expression in S1278b and to rescue expression in S288c, confirming that the RIM101 alleles confer distinct trans-acting regulatory
capacity with regards to AQY2/ncFRE6 expression (Fig 3C). We concluded that one or more of
the sequence variations between the strains is responsible for the difference in RIM101 activity.
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Fig 3. RIM101 controls expression of both AQY2 and ncFRE6 in trans. (A) Scatter plot displaying the allelic frequency of every SNP (dots) between
S288c and ∑1278b in 14 AQY2/ ncFRE6 expressing strains (segregants 3 and 4 from Fig 2, red dots) and 14 non-expressing strains (segregants 1 and 2
from Fig 2, blue dots) across chromosome VIII (all chromosomes displayed in S5 Fig). Strains were pooled based on expression of AQY2/ncFRE6,
sequenced, and mapped to each reference genome. X-axis represents position along chromosome VIII. Y-axis represents the allelic frequency of each SNP
relative to the genome being mapped to for each pool. Zoomed region represents the distal left arm of chromosome VIII where all SNPs segregate with either
the expressing or non-expressing strains. (B) qRT-PCR measuring ncFRE6 in gene deletions within the 35kb region identified in Fig 3A. (C) qRT-PCR
measuring AQY2 and ncFRE6 in wildtype and RIM101-interconverted strains.
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1005746.g003
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RIM101 is known to contribute to several phenotypes, including being required for haploid
invasive growth in ∑1278b [42]. S288c cannot invade agar due to a loss of function mutation in
the TF FLO8 and therefore is insensitive to null mutations in RIM101. We reasoned that the
differences within the S288c and ∑1278b RIM101 allele could affect the invasive growth phenotype [43] in ∑1278b. However, the ∑1278b strain harboring the S288c RIM101 allele, ∑1278b
(S2RIM101), did not lose the ability to invade agar, implying that differences between the
S288c and ∑1278b RIM101 alleles do not affect the invasive growth phenotype (S7 Fig).

Most differential expression between S288c and Σ1278b is RIM101linked
To assess the impact of RIM101 on genome-wide expression, we performed RNA-seq on
RIM101 deletion strains in S288c and ∑1278b. Consistent with RIM101’s role as a transcriptional repressor, the majority of the genes whose expression level changes upon deletion of
RIM101 in S288c became de-repressed (771 upregulated, 301 downregulated) (S4 Table). Surprisingly, the effect of deleting RIM101 in S288c was much larger than in S1278b (Fig 4A).
While 1072 genes change expression levels in S288c rim101Δ relative to S288c wildtype, only
145 change in ∑1278b rim101Δ relative to ∑1278b wildtype. Furthermore, the ratio of derepressed to repressed genes is opposite in the S1278b RIM101 deletion (45 upregulated, 100
downregulated). This result suggests that RIM101 is a stronger repressor in S288c than in
∑1278b. Consistent with a loss of repressive capacity in ∑1278b relative to S288c, we note that
AQY2/ncFRE6 levels do not change in the ∑1278b rim101Δ strain. Nevertheless, 145 genes do
change expression in ∑1278b rim101Δ, implying that the disparate response to deletion of
RIM101 is not due to a complete loss of function of the ∑1278b RIM101 allele.
We next sought to determine the extent to which genome-wide differential expression
between S288c and ∑1278b can be attributed to RIM101. We reasoned that genes that are differentially expressed between the wildtype strains but not the RIM101 deletion strains are
RIM101-dependent because removal of RIM101 from the system eliminates the observed interstrain differential expression. Hence, these differences in expression level between S288c and
∑1278b can be attributed to differences in RIM101-mediated regulation. Surprisingly, of 1207
differentially expressed genes between S288c and S1278b, over two-thirds (822) are in some
way dependent on the presence of RIM101 (Fig 4B, Red).
We next asked how expression of the 822 RIM101-dependent transcripts (as defined in Fig
4B) changes upon loss of the RIM101 allele in each background. Deleting RIM101 in S288c
results in a shift in RIM101-dependent gene expression toward ∑1278b wildtype levels (S8A
Fig). However, deletion of RIM101 in ∑1278b did not result in a shift toward S288c wildtype
levels (S8B Fig). This asymmetric response to RIM101 deletion is consistent with RIM101 possessing augmented repressive capacity in S288c relative to ∑1278b.

The RIM101 allele achieves remarkable specificity, but genetic
background controls its regulatory capacity
We sought to distinguish whether the RIM101 allele itself, or the RIM101 pathway, imparts
additional repressive capacity in S288c relative to ∑1278b by swapping RIM101 alleles between
backgrounds and assaying genome-wide expression by RNA-seq. Surprisingly, upon introduction of the non-native allele only three transcripts undergo statistically significant changes in
expression in both backgrounds (Padj0.05) (Figs 5A and S9). AQY2, ncFRE6, and TIP1—a
cell surface mannoprotein—significantly change expression levels in response to incorporation
of the non-native allele in both backgrounds. Such a focused, allele-dependent transcriptional
response stands in stark contrast to other trans-regulators discovered in eQTL studies, which
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Fig 4. Most differential expression between S288c and Σ1278b is RIM101-linked. (A) Scatter plots displaying expression levels of each gene (dots) in
rim101Δ strains relative to wildtype as measured by RNA-seq. Venn diagram represents the number of genes differentially expressed in S288c rim101Δ
relative to S288c wt (orange) or between ∑1278b rim101Δ and ∑1278b wt (magenta). The overlap (green) represents genes differentially expressed in both
S288c rim101Δ and ∑1278b rim101Δ strains relative to respective wildtype strains. Dots on scatter plots are colored according to the Venn diagram. (B)
Scatter plots displaying expression levels of each gene (dots) between RIM101 wt S288c and ∑1278b strains (left) or between S288c rim101Δ and ∑1278b
rim101Δ strains (right). Venn diagram represents the number of genes differentially expressed between S288c and ∑1278b wt strains (Red) or between
S288c rim101Δ and ∑1278b rim101Δ strains (blue). The overlap (green) represents genes differentially expressed in both comparisons. Dots on scatter plots
are colored according to the Venn diagram. RNA-seq performed on 2 biological replicates for each strain. Differential expression called by DESeq with
Padj = 0.0005.
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1005746.g004

tend to affect expression of many genes. It remains unclear how only AQY2, ncFRE6, and TIP1
are so dramatically influenced by interconversion of RIM101 alleles between backgrounds.
Moreover, the allele-dependent expression level of TIP1 is surprising given that the TIP1 allele
and promoter region are invariant between S288c and ∑1278b, and especially because no
change in AQY2/ncFRE6 expression was observed in the ∑1278b RIM101 deletion strain, nor
was TIP1 expression changed in the S288c RIM101 deletion strain. (S4 Table). This high degree
of allele-specificity suggests that unique combinations of factors can collaborate to regulate specific sets of genes.
Although only three transcripts become significantly differentially expressed in both S288c
and ∑1278b RIM101-interconverted strains relative to their wildtype expression levels, many
RIM101-dependent genes appear to be more highly expressed in S288c(∑RIM101) than in
S288c wildtype, consistent with the S288c RIM101 allele encoding a stronger repressor than the
∑1278b allele (Fig 5A). In fact, in S288c(∑RIM101), expression levels of the 822 RIM101-
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Fig 5. The RIM101 allele achieves remarkable specificity, but genetic background controls its regulatory capacity. (A) Scatter plots displaying
expression levels for each gene (dots) in RIM101 interconverted strains relative to their respective wildtype strains (Red = RIM101-dependent genes as
defined in Fig 4). (B) Scatter plot displaying levels of each gene in Σ1278b relative to S288c wildtype strains (Red = RIM101-dependent genes). (C) Scatter
plot displaying expression levels in the RIM101-interconverted strain, S288c(ΣRIM101) relative to Σ1278b wildtype (Red = RIM101-dependent genes). (D)
Scatter plot displaying expression levels in S288c rim101Δ relative to Σ1278b wildtype (Red = RIM101-dependent genes). (E) Cumulative distribution function
(CDF) plot showing the results of linear regression analysis of the distance of the 822 RIM101-dependent genes from a line of best fit for each strain
comparison (Colored lines correspond to comparisons defined in legend). (F) Scatter plot displaying expression levels in Σ1278b(S2RIM101) relative to
S288c wildtype (Red = RIM101-dependent genes). (G) Scatter plot displaying expression levels in Σ1278b rim101Δ relative to S288c wildtype (Red =
RIM101-dependent genes).
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1005746.g005
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dependent genes shift toward a pattern more similar to ∑1278b (Fig 5B and 5C), partially phenocopying the expression shift observed in S288c rim101Δ (Fig 5B–5E). However, incorporation of the strong S288c allele into ∑1278b does not result in a shift towards stronger
repression of the same subset of genes (Fig 5B, 5E, 5F and 5G). This asymmetry suggests that
other background factors, and not solely the RIM101 allele, are responsible for the gain of widespread RIM101-mediated repression in S288c, and that repression of AQY2, ncFRE6 and TIP1
is independent of such a background effect. These results imply that the same transcription factor can display drastically altered activity depending on the background that it is present
within, and that certain backgrounds, such as ∑1278b, buffer against widespread transcriptional dysregulation upon introduction of a RIM101 variant.

A single nucleotide polymorphism within RIM101 is necessary and
sufficient for expression of both AQY2 and ncFRE6
Given that so few transcripts significantly change expression levels upon interconversion of
RIM101 alleles, we sought to better understand the molecular basis of such specificity. In order
to infer the genomic feature or features within RIM101 that contribute to repression of AQY2
and ncFRE6 in S288c, we screened two additional strains of S. cerevisiae, each harboring distinct combinations of sequence variation within RIM101, for expression of AQY2 and ncFRE6
(Fig 6A). The RIM101 DNA sequence includes 18 SNPs between S288c and S1278b, 13 of
which alter the amino acid sequence of the Rim101 protein (S10 Fig). In addition to the 13
non-synonymous SNPs, a poly-glutamine repeat stretch is expanded from four amino acids in
S288c to eight in S1278b. We selected RM11-1a [19] and JAY291 [44] for screening because
they have distinct combinations of the sequence variations observed between S288c and
S1278b. RM11-1a exhibits the AQY2/ncFRE6-repressed phenotype, suggesting that this strain
harbors a RIM101 allele capable of repressing the transcripts in a similar manner to S288c.
However, the other strain, JAY291, expresses both transcripts as S1278b does. These results
indicate that the two transcripts are expressed or repressed concurrently, implying the mechanism by which the transcripts are co-regulated is conserved across diverse S. cerevisiae strains.
We reasoned that the RIM101 sequence necessary for repression must exist in both S288c
and RM11-1a, but not in S1278b or JAY291. Alignment of the amino acid sequences of
Rim101 across the strains revealed four non-synonymous SNPs and a truncated poly-glutamine stretch that exist solely in the repressive strains (Fig 6B). We sought to identify one or
more of these variants between S288c and S1278b that control expression of AQY2/ncFRE6.
Because variable length poly-glutamine tracks have been associated with altered protein structure and function, including altered protein-protein interactions [45], we first tested whether
poly-glutamine repeat length affected RIM101-mediated repression. After expanding the polyglutamine tract in S288c and truncating it in S1278b, we tested for expression of AQY2/
ncFRE6 and detected no deviation from either wildtype strain, suggesting that the length of the
poly-glutamine tract does not, by itself, affect RIM101 activity at this locus (Fig 6C). Next we
tested whether the four conserved amino acids are sufficient to affect Rim101-mediated repression of AQY2/ncFRE6. Indeed the collection of all four mutations is sufficient to rescue expression in S288c (Fig 6D). Replacing each amino acid individually revealed one critical amino
acid residue with regards to regulation of AQY2/ncFRE6. In S288c, W249L is sufficient to derepress AQY2 and ncFRE6 (Fig 6E). Furthermore, L249W is sufficient to repress AQY2/
ncFRE6 in S1278b. Hence, a single nucleotide polymorphism within the RIM101 transcription
factor determines whether AQY2 and ncFRE6 are expressed.
Finally, we sought to determine whether the amino acid present at position 249 is predictive
of expression of AQY2/ncFRE6 in other strains. We could predict expression of AQY2/ncFRE6
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Fig 6. A single nucleotide polymorphism within RIM101 is necessary and sufficient for expression of both AQY2 and ncFRE6. (A) Relative
expression of AQY2 and ncFRE6 in S. cerevisiae strains S288c, ∑1278b, RM11-1a, and JAY291 measured by qRT-PCR. (B) Sequence alignment of S288c,
∑1278b, RM11-1a, and JAY291 reveals features of RIM101 conserved in AQY2/ ncFRE6 expressing and non-expressing strains (Position numbers relative
to S288c Rim101 protein). (C) Relative expression of AQY2 and ncFRE6 in a polyQ-expanded S288c strain and a polyQ-truncated ∑1278b strain relative to
each wt strain measured by qRT-PCR. (D) Relative expression of AQY2 and ncFRE6 in an S288c strain harboring four ∑1278b SNPs measured by
qRT-PCR. (E) Relative expression of strains with individual RIM101 point mutations measured by qRT-PCR.
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1005746.g006
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in all five additional strains that we tested (S11 Fig). Strains with L249 express AQY2/ncFRE6,
and those with W249 do not. Clearly, position 249 within the Rim101 protein is intimately
linked to expression of AQY2/ncFRE6 across a diverse array of strains. However, the ability to
predict AQY2/ncFRE6 expression is not conserved in a closely related species, S. paradoxus
(S12 Fig). Hence, the effect of the W249L RIM101 mutation appears to be clade specific, indicating that it may be a recently evolved regulatory mechanism.

Discussion
We discovered a trans-regulatory single nucleotide polymorphism within the transcription factor RIM101 that causes strain-specific expression of a pair of co-regulated, divergently oriented
transcripts, AQY2 and ncFRE6. Subsequent RNA-seq analysis of RIM101 deletion strains
revealed that RIM101 controls expression of many more targets in S288c than ∑1278b, and suggests that the majority of differential expression between the two strains is related to differences
in the RIM101 pathway. Swapping RIM101 alleles between S288c and ∑1278b strongly affects
expression of only three transcripts in both strains: AQY2, ncFRE6, and TIP1. However, consistent with results from RIM101 deletion strains, hundreds of other RIM101-dependent genes
underwent subtle changes in expression specifically in the S288c background and not in
∑1278b.

Dissection of a regulatory circuit uncovers principles contributing to the
complexity of gene-expression regulation
Our study highlights the complexity of transcriptional regulation, even at a single locus. For
example, though Reb1 binding is clearly regulated by a cis variant between S288c and ∑1278b,
and its binding pattern correlates with expression of ncFRE6, Reb1 binding does not affect
expression of ncFRE6. This result underscores the importance of single locus studies for identifying the true sources of differential expression, rather than relying on correlations between TF
binding and expression. Furthermore, our results provide a unique example of how cis- and
trans-linked DNA elements function in concert to affect gene expression. While both S288c
and ∑1278b cis contexts are capable of directing expression of AQY2/ncFRE6, promoter activity
is only apparent in the absence of an epistatic trans-factor that we determined to be the transcription factor Rim101.
Although our study initially focused on transcriptional regulation of a single locus in cis,
much of the complexity governing the genome-wide regulatory capacity of RIM101 arises from
unknown background-dependent interactions that result in widespread differences in gene
expression in trans. RIM101 target genes undergo a widespread shift in expression pattern specifically in S288c(∑RIM101) but not in ∑1278b(S2RIM101). While the physical mechanism
underlying this asymmetric response is unknown, previous RIM101-based research could offer
clues. In particular, Rim101 is extensively post-translationally modified, including by phosphorylation [46] and proteolytic processing [47]. It is not known whether a background-specific, allele-dependent RIM101 interaction influences either of these modifications. Also,
W249L resides in close proximity to the C2H2 zinc finger DNA-binding domain of Rim101,
raising the possibility that variation at this position could impact DNA binding in S288c, but
not ∑1278b, perhaps endowing Rim101 with altered regulatory capacity in certain genetic
contexts.
How do alternate RIM101 alleles achieve such remarkable target specificity? Interconversion
of the RIM101 alleles between strain backgrounds strongly impacts only three transcripts,
AQY2, ncFRE6, and TIP1, while other genes remain largely unaffected. How W249L, a mutation that has not been previously described, permits such specificity, remains unclear, though it
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is likely that such a phenomenon arises from allele-specific interactions with other genetic elements. However, the limited impact of the RIM101 allele on expression of other genes implies
that if this is the case, the interaction is specific to AQY2/ncFRE6 and TIP1. Because the change
in expression of AQY2/ncFRE6 occurs in the opposite direction as TIP1 (AQY2/ncFRE6 higher
in ∑RIM101 strains, TIP1 lower in ∑RIM101 strains), it is possible that the mechanisms by
which W249L elicits such a focused response are different between the two loci. Furthermore,
expression of AQY2/ncFRE6 or TIP1 did not change in the ∑1278b RIM101 deletion or the
S288c RIM101 deletion strains, respectively, further supporting a role for a W249L-specific
interaction with other factors to influence AQY2/ncFRE6 andTIP1 expression specifically. Our
results suggest that subtle mutations within TFs interact with genetic backgrounds to elicit
unique combinations of gene expression patterns, likely expanding the phenotypic diversity
observed within a population.
Such a focused, allele-dependent transcriptional response to a TF-linked variant stands in
contrast to most known trans-regulators that affect expression of many genes [48]. In order to
understand the mechanisms by which such subtle mutations affect target selection, it may be
necessary to undertake a systematic allele-swapping strategy. Such studies are likely to reveal
concepts important not only for understanding the biochemical nature of the variant itself, but
also how the effect of the variant is propagated within alternate genetic backgrounds. Moreover, such an approach would afford researchers the ability to learn specifically about how variants within TFs, rather than other categories of genes typically discovered in eQTL studies
[48], affect gene expression. Our finding that a SNP within a TF that regulates hundreds of
genes causes large-scale expression differences in so few transcripts supports a model in which
specific TF alleles interact in a combinatorial manner to regulate specific sets of genes [48].
One outstanding question is whether our findings regarding background- or allele-dependent activities of a transcription factor will be generalizable to other complex biological systems, including those involved in disease. For instance, transcription factors, including zinc
finger TFs, are frequently mutated in cancers [49] and other human diseases, yet little is known
about how the mutations relate to disease progression or outcome. With an enormous amount
of sequence and functional data now available through consortiums such as The Cancer
Genome Atlas (TCGA) and the 1,000 Genomes Project [50], tools now exist to test whether different alleles of the same TF can lead to variable expressivity of disease-associated phenotypes
by impacting transcriptional profiles.

Complex genetic interactions and evolution of the RIM101 transcriptional
regulatory network
RIM101-mediated regulation is affected not only by the RIM101-allele, but also the background
that it is present within, suggesting that even in the relatively simple case of RIM101-mediated
regulation of AQY2/ncFRE6, the regulatory pathways have diverged between S288c and
∑1278b. Furthermore, S. paradoxus, a species closely related to S. cerevisiae, does not conform
to the same regulatory paradigm that controls AQY2/ncFRE6 expression in the S. cerevisiae
strains we tested. AQY2/ncFRE6 expression is absent in S. paradoxus although it harbors a
RIM101 allele that includes the S. cerevisiae expression-permissive Rim101 L249 variant. This
suggests that the RIM101-dependent transcriptional regulatory circuit has been rewired at this
locus. Clearly, the regulatory pathways underlying even simple, binary expression patterns display extraordinary complexity that could contribute to the plasticity of gene expression regulation observed throughout evolution.
The RIM101 allele-dependent interactions that we observed may contribute to the phenotypic diversity observed between S288c and ∑1278b. Because AQY2 is non-functional in S288c,
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but functional in ∑1278b, the evolutionary pressures affecting expression of AQY2 are likely
different between the strains. Perhaps the subtle RIM101 W249L variant, which strongly alters
expression of only three transcripts, represents an example of genetic drift between the strains.
TIP1 is a cell-surface mannoprotein and AQY2 is a cell surface water channel, raising the possibility that the focused AQY2 and TIP1 expression differences caused by W249L may result in
an altered cell surface environment between the strains. Although we showed that the RIM101
allele did not affect haploid invasive growth, such a re-structuring of the cell surface could
result in other RIM101, AQY2, or TIP1-linked cell surface phenotypes.
Cryptic genetic variation (CGV) is genetic variation that influences a phenotype in certain
environmental or genetic contexts, but not in others [51]. Although it is almost certain that
CGV is common in nature, very few examples have been described in detail [52, 53]. Our study
highlights a previously undescribed mechanism by which CGV can manifest. We propose that
polymorphic transcription factors likely represent a source of CGV whereby certain genetic
backgrounds buffer against widespread transcriptional dysregulation upon introduction of a
non-native allele (as in ∑1278b(S2RIM101)), while others are subject to a dramatic shift in gene
expression (as in S288c(∑RIM101). The regulatory capacity of RIM101 is highly backgrounddependent and the interaction of RIM101 with genetic background determines whether a cell
will undergo widespread or localized changes in its transcriptional program upon introduction
of an alternative RIM101 allele.

Materials and Methods
Strains, media, mirobiological techniques, and growth conditions
S. cerevisiae strains used in this study were derived from BY4742 (S288c, his3Δ1, lys2Δ0,
leu2Δ0, ura3Δ0) or L6441 (S1278b, ura3-52, leu2::hisG, his3::hisG). Other strains used in Figs
6A and S11 including JAY291, RM11-1a, CLIB324, CLIB382, YPS163, T7, and UC5 are homothallic diploids generously donated by Justin Fay (Washington University). The delitto perfetto
[36] method was used to edit genome sequences. For gene expression experiments, cells were
grown in standard YPD media to mid-log phase in YPD before RNA isolation. Primers and
plasmids used in this study are listed in supplementary materials and methods. Invasive growth
phenotype assay (S7 Fig) was performed as described in [43] by patching cells onto a YPD
plate for two days and washing the plate under gently running water before imaging.

qRT-PCR
RNA was extracted using a standard acid phenol chloroform extraction (Collart, 2001) and
DNased with RQ1 DNase (Promega #M6106) according to manufacturer’s instructions. 1ug of
RNA was reverse transcribed using Multiscribe reverse transcriptase (Thermo Fisher
#4311235) with random hexamers, except for ncFRE6, for which we used a gene specific RT
primer due to the need to measure RNA levels strand-specifically. cDNA was measured using
targeted qPCR primers (S1 Text) and SYBR select (Life Technologies #4472908) on the Biorad
CFX qPCR system.

Genome-wide expression profiling by RNA-seq
Strand specific RNA-seq libraries were made using the NEBNext Ultra Strand-specific RNAseq library prep kit (NEB #E7420S/L) with manufacturers instructions. Briefly, RNA was isolated by standard acid phenol chloroform extraction and poly-adenylated RNA was purified
with oligo (dT) dynabeads (Thermo Fisher #61002). RNA was fragmented and first strand synthesis performed with ProtoScript II reverse transcriptase and random hexamers. Second
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strand synthesis then incorporated Uridine residues into cDNA. cDNA was purified with
AMPure beads (Agencourt). cDNA was then dA-tailed and NEBNext adaptors for Illumina
were ligated before another AMPure purification. USER excision removed the second strand
and libraries were amplified with NEBNext High Fidelity PCR master mix (NEB). NEBNext
Multiplex oligos 1–12 (NEB #E7335) were incorporated during PCR. Libraries were quantified
with the Qubit (Life technologies) before pooling at equimolar concentrations and sequencing
on an Illumina Hiseq. Reads were mapped using bowtie2 and differential expression was
assessed using DEseq (S1 Text).

Expression-guided bulked segregant analysis
S288c (BY4741) and S1278b (L6441) haploid strains were crossed to generate a heterozygous
diploid. The diploid was sporulated on traditional sporulation media and tetrads were dissected. 28 haploid segregants of an S288c x S1278b cross were grown to mid-log phase in YPD
and tested for expression of AQY2/ncFRE6 by qRT-PCR. Segregants were binned based on
whether they expressed AQY2/ncFRE6 or not. Genomic DNA was isolated, treated with
RNAse A (Thermo Fisher #AM2270), and purified by phenol chloroform extraction and ethanol precipitation. DNA concentrations were measured with the Qubit (Thermo Fisher
#Q33216) and pooled at 10nM separately for strains either expressing or not expressing AQY2/
ncFRE6. DNA was sheared using the Covaris M220 ultrasonicator to an average size of 500 bp.
DNA was blunted and dA-tailed before ligation of Illumina sequencing adapters. Libraries
were amplified by Phusion polymerase with Illumina multiplex barcodes 1+2 for ten cycles
before analysis on the Bioanalyzer (Agilent). Samples were sequenced on an Illumina HiSeq
2000. Reads were mapped using bowtie2 and variants identified using GATK (S1 Text).

Supporting Information
S1 Fig. Most transcripts are expressed at similar levels between S288c and ∑1278b. (A) Integrated Genome Viewer (IGV) (https://www.broadinstitute.org/igv/) screenshot showing a representative region (100kb) of the genome between S288c (Red) and ∑1278b (Blue). Data are
displayed as positive (Watson) strand above the axis and negative (Crick) strand below the
axis. Black boxes = differentially expressed transcripts between S288c and ∑1278b. (B) Scatter
plot displaying expression levels of 5682 genes in S288c relative to ∑1278b. Red dots (n = 1207)
are significantly differentially expressed between the wildtype strains (DESeq Padj 0.0005). (C)
Scatter plot of antisense transcripts for 5682 genes between S288c and ∑1278b.
(TIF)
S2 Fig. Reb1 binding is controlled by a SNP but does not cause expression of ncFRE6. (A)
Venn diagram displaying conservation of Reb1 binding events between S288c and ∑1278b
(Red = number of S288c-unique Reb1 binding events, Green = number of conserved Reb1
binding events, Blue = number of ∑1278b-unique Reb1 binding events). (B) Reb1 binding
motifs derived from MEME for S288c and ∑1278b (Red box = ncFRE6-associated variable allele
between S288c (A) and ∑1278b (T)). (C) IGV screenshot displaying strand–specific RNA-seq
of the ncFRE6 region in S288c (Red) and ∑1278b (Blue). Data are displayed as positive (Watson) strand above the axis and negative (Crick) strand below the axis. Reb1 ChIP-seq data in
black for S288c and ∑1278b. Location of a single nucleotide polymorphism within a canonical
Reb1 binding site is represented by a red line. (D) ChIP-qPCR displaying relative Reb1 occupancy at the location of a Reb1 binding site in S288c, ∑1278b and SNP-interconverted strains.
Data normalized to input for each strain. (E) qRT-PCR showing levels of ncFRE6 in S288c,
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∑1278b and Reb1 SNP-interconverted strains.
(TIF)
S3 Fig. The AQY2/ncFRE6 promoter is highly variable between S288c and ∑1278b. Histogram comparing the number of promoters (Y axis), ranked by SNP density (X axis).
(TIF)
S4 Fig. Schematic showing the workflow for expression-guided bulked segregant analysis
(eBSA). Briefly, segregants were binned based on whether they express AQY2/ncFRE6. Genomic DNA from the expressing group was pooled separately from genomic DNA from the nonexpressing pool. Pools were sequenced and reads mapped to both the S288c and ∑1278b
genomes. The allelic frequency for each single nucleotide polymorphism is quantified based on
read counts mapping to each genome for each pool. A region where only S288c alleles exist in
one pool (i.e. expressors) and only ∑1278b alleles exist in the other (i.e. non-expressors) harbor
the variant driving differential expression of the transcript being interrogated (i.e. AQY2/
ncFRE6).
(TIF)
S5 Fig. Expression-guided bulked segregant analysis maps the trans factor to the left arm of
chromosome VIII. Scatter plots displaying the allelic frequencies of every SNP between S288c
and ∑1278b within pools of genomic DNA from either expressing or non-expressing segregants (Red = expressing, Blue = non-expressing). Plots are arranged by chromosome and
genome mapped against. X-axis is position along the chromosome. Y-axis is allelic frequency.
Red dots represent SNP frequency within the expressing pools.
(TIF)
S6 Fig. Rim101 is one of the most sequence-variable transcription factors between S288c
and ∑1278b. Histogram displays the number of single nucleotide polymorphisms in 249
DNA-binding proteins. X-axis represents number of non-synonomous SNPs/kb. Y-axis is
number of transcription factors.
(TIF)
S7 Fig. The S288c RIM101 allele complements the ∑1278b RIM101 allele in ∑1278b for the
invasive growth phenotype. Strains were patched to YPD for two days and washed with gently
running water before imaging.
(TIF)
S8 Fig. Deletion of RIM101 results in an asymmetric transcriptional response between
S288c and ∑1278b deletion and wildtype strains. CDF plot examining the impact of deleting
RIM101 on 822 RIM101 targets in (A) S288c or (B) ∑1278b. Y-axis represents percentage of
RIM101 targets. X-axis represents cumulative differential expression for each comparison.
Comparisons specified using S2 (S288c) and ∑ (∑1278b) as abbreviations.
(TIF)
S9 Fig. ncFRE6 expression is controlled by the RIM101 allele and is unaffected by deletion
of RIM101 in ∑1278b. (A) Scatter plot displaying expression levels for each antisense transcript (dots) in S2(∑RIM101) relative to S288c wildtype (Red = RIM101-dependent genes as
defined in Fig 4). (B) Scatter plot displaying expression levels for each antisense transcript in
∑1278b(S2RIM101) relative to ∑1278b wildtype. (C) Scatter plot displaying expression levels
for each antisense transcript in S288c rim101Δ relative to S288c wildtype. (D) Scatter plot displaying expression levels for each antisense transcript in ∑1278b rim101Δ relative to ∑1278b
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wildtype.
(TIF)
S10 Fig. Rim101 protein sequence is highly variable between S288c and ∑1278b. ClustalW
protein alignment of Rim101 showing 13 amino acid substitutions and a truncated poly-glutamine tract in S288c relative to ∑1278b.
(TIF)
S11 Fig. Position 249 within the Rim101 protein determines the on/off state of AQY2/
ncFRE6 in five additional strains of S. cerevisiae, but not in S. paradoxus. (A) qRT-PCR of
AQY2 (Black) and ncFRE6 (grey) in five additional strains of S. cerevisiae. (B) Alignment of the
region of Rim101 implicated in repression of AQY2/ncFRE6. (C) qRT-PCR of AQY2 and
ncFRE6 in S288c, ∑1278b, and S. paradoxus.
(TIF)
S1 Table. Differential expression summary for all pairwise comparisons, overlaps between
select comparisons, and on/off transcript assessment at varying cutoffs.
(XLSX)
S2 Table. GO terms (molecular function) for S288c vs ∑1278b significantly differentially
expressed genes (pval  0.002).
(XLSM)
S3 Table. List of potential TF binding sites disrupted by SNPs in S288c or ∑1278b within
and surrounding the AQY2/ncFRE6 intergenic region.
(XLSX)
S4 Table. Complete differential expression results for 5682 protein-coding genes after
removal of dubious ORFs and genes not present in both strains. Tabs are arranged by comparison. Includes all interstrain comparisons: 1) S288c wt vs. ∑1278b wt, 2) S288c rim101Δ vs.
∑1278b rim101Δ, 3) S288c(∑RIM101) vs. ∑1278b(S2RIM101). Also includes all intrastrain
comparisons: 4) S288c wt vs. S288c rim101Δ, 5) ∑1278b wt vs. ∑1278b rim101Δ, 6) S288c wt vs.
S288c(∑RIM101), and 7) ∑1278b wt vs. ∑1278b(S2 RIM101).
(XLSX)
S5 Table. Full differential expression results for 5682 antisense transcripts after removal of
dubious ORFs and genes not present in both strains. Tabs are arranged by comparison.
Includes all interstrain comparisons: 1) S288c wt vs. ∑1278b wt, 2) S288c rim101Δ vs. ∑1278b
rim101Δ, 3) S288c(∑ RIM101) vs. ∑1278b(S2 RIM101). Also includes all intrastrain comparisons: 4) S288c wt vs. S288c rim101Δ, 5) ∑1278b wt vs. ∑1278b rim101Δ, 6) S288c wt vs. S288c
(∑RIM101), and 7) ∑1278b wt vs. ∑1278b(S2 RIM101).
(XLSX)
S1 Text. Supplemental experimental procedures. Extended description of procedures and
sequencing statistics.
(DOCX)
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